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Osney, St Thomas & New Botley Allotments Association 
Minutes of Committee meeting 8 March 2018 
 
Attending: Pól, Phil, Gus, Nick (Chair), Jude (minutes), Cathy, Pierre, Sheila 
Apologies: Anne, Nia 
 
Actions: 

1 Check H&S best practice at the next Federation meeting and feedback to committee NJ 
2 Contact Payback Team and establish when they will return to TPM.   JC 
3 AGM: List potential one-off tasks that could be allocated on TPM  VW 
4 AGM: Raise work parties as a discussion point. NJ 
5 AGM: draft and circulate papers for quick feedback comments from the committee NJ 
6 AGM: Make signs and post on notice boards.  NJ, VW 
7 AGM: Check committee minutes for topics for discussion or alerts at the AGM NJ, JC 
8 AGM: ‘Have a say’ session on the issues during the social time at the start of the AGM 

– organize sheets and Post-its. 
CF 

9 AGM: organise refreshments AJ, JC 
10 AGM: mention someone needed as TPM water-harvesting project manager NJ 
11 Shop: source a float for monthly TPM coffee Sunday events from the shop. VW 
12 BM: write to BM plot holders with apparently abandoned plots. NJ 

 
1. Minutes from 17 January:  agreed as correct.   

 
2. Matters arising from 17 January, not otherwise in the agenda 

 
• Anne has contacted Colin Cook about accessing the neighborhood fund to support clean up costs 

on TPM for 6.5 vandalised plots.  £350.00 towards costs was offered. 
• Redacted minutes are being posted in the shop and on line. 
• A Health and Safety nomination form is under discussion.  Nick will check at the next Federation 

meeting about what others do and feedback to the committee.  Action:  Nick. 
• Use and organisation of work parties:  Three have been held and were useful in clearing 

vanadalised plots.  Three plots on the riverside are now rented out.  The remaining tasks can be 
done by the Payback team, when they return.  Action:  Jude to contact Payback and establish when 
they will return to TPM.   

• Allocating one-off tasks on TPM was discussed at the TPM management group.  Action:  Verity to 
list potential tasks; Nick to raise work parties as a discussion point at the AGM. 

 
3. Preparation for the AGM on 12 April 2018.   

 
• Papers need to go out by 19 March to allow time for people to contest elected roles.  Action:  Nick 

to draft and circulate for quick feedback comments from the committee; Nick to make signs for 
notice boards, Verity to post notices.  Action:  Nick and Jude to look back through minutes to 
identify topics for discussion or where it was noted for alerts at the AGM.    

• The suggestion was made to create notices and Post-its for people to ‘have a say’ on the issues 
during the social time at the start of the AGM. Action:  Cathy to organize sheets and Post-its.   

• For the 2018/9 committee, 4 and possibly 5 ‘general’ places are vacant.  Nick and Sheila will stand 
for Secretary and Treasurer respectively.  Everyone standing for committee posts needs to 
complete nomination forms. Action:  Anne and Jude to organize refreshments.   
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4. Recent bids and grant money.   
 

Grants received 
  

Grants previously won   
Mar 2017  Oxford City Council Allotments & Parks  £215.00  BM Road repair  
Apr 2017  Oxfordshire Community Foundation  £500.00  BM Water project  
Jun 2017  S Pressell,  councillor disbursement fund  £500.00  BM Water project  
Aug 2017  Oxford City Council Allotments & Parks  £790.00  TPM Road repair  
Total  £2,005.00  
Grants recently won  
Jan 2018  C Cooke councillor disbursement fund  £350.00  TPM cleanup  
Mar 2018  Oxford City Council Allotments & Parks  £250.00  TPM trough replacement  
Grants recently applied for  
Feb 2018  Thames Water Charitable Trust  £5,000.00  TPM Water project  
Overall total  £7, 605.00  

 
Action:  Nick to mention at the AGM that someone is needed to act as the project manager for the 
water-harvesting project on TPM.    
 
Sheila provided a general financial report, showing that c. £6,800 remains in funds which will cover 
agreed expenditures.  A full report will be provided at the AGM.  Action:  Verity to source a float for 
monthly TPM coffee Sunday events from the shop.  

 
5. Plot allocation and monitoring  

 
TPM has 3 or 4 on the waiting list.  Plot allocations remain ‘slow and steady’.  6 plots are currently 
vacant.  Many TPM plots remain uncultivated.   The first plot inspection on TPM needs to be in late 
spring, with the second in August before rent renewals.   On BM, 1.5 plots are free and several 
seem abandoned.  Action:  Nick to write to BM plot holders with apparently abandoned plots. 

 
Site-specific issues  
 
BM:  Their Payback team continues to turn up weekly.  Agreed expenditures that are not yet spent 
include the cost of a solar-powered pump and a covering for the polytunnel frame.  
 
TPM:  Action:  Jude to contact Probation and seek the reinstatement of their Payback team; Nick to 
intervene if there continues to be no response. 
It was agreed that Anne could host a mink trap on her plot, supplied by BBOWT after she sited two 
otters in her riverside garden.  The main gate has now been repaired.   
 
The TPM Fire cage and water trough siting are still pending.  At the bonfire site, people are ignoring 
the sign stating rules; they are leaving unburned items regularly.  Recent intervention with a 
significant ‘leaver’ has improved his burning rate.  The plot holder in question has also been asked 
not to bring off-site items for burning.   
 
A TPM plot holder made then withdrew a complaint, once the primary issue in the complaint seems 
to have been resolved.  Discussion with the complained-about party did happen and despite the 
withdrawal of the complaint, they have been asked to treat all plot holders with appropriate 
respect.  In addition, they were reminded of the rules against using plots for storage and on 
cultivation of plots. 
 
Date and time of next meeting:  Sunday 29 April 2018 at 12:30 in the allotment shop. 


